Abstract. We introduce the notion of density contractor of dimension m in a finite dimensional normed space X. If m`1 " dim X this includes the area contracting projectors on hyperplanes whose existence was established by H. Busemann. If m " 2, density contractors are an ersatz for such projectors and their existence, established here, follows from work by D. Burago and S. Ivanov. Once density contractors are available, the corresponding Plateau problem admits a solution among rectifiable G chains, regardless of the group of coefficients G. This is obtained as a consequence of the lower semicontinuity of the m dimensional Hausdorff mass, of which we offer two proofs. One of these is based on a new type of integral geometric measure.
Foreword
The classical tools of Geometric Measure Theory, developed by H. Federer and W.H. Fleming offer the following setting for the Plateau problem. Here the ambient space X " ℓ n 2 is the n dimensional Euclidean space and m is an integer comprised between 1 and n´1. Given an m´1 dimensional rectifiable cycle with integer multiplicity and compact support B P R m´1 pX, Zq, we consider the variational problem pPq # minimize M pT q among T P R m pX, Zq with BT " B .
As BB " 0 there are competitors indeed, one being provided by the cone construction. The mass of a competitor T is M pT q "
where A is the underlying countably pH m , mq rectifiable set on which T concentrates, | T | is the norm of its algebraic multiplicity and H m is the Hausdorff measure associated with the ambient Euclidean structure.
Problem pPq admits a minimizing sequence T 1 , T 2 , . . . with each T k supported in the convex hull of supp B. This is because we may replace, if needed T k by π # T k where π : X Ñ X is the nearest point projection on the convex hull of supp B. Since Lip π 1 it follows that M pπ # T k q M pT k q. Such sequence is relatively compact with respect to H. Whitney's flat norm -a consequence of the deformation theorem and rectifiability theorem, [11] . Its accumulation points T are minimizers of problem pPq because the mass is lower semicontinuous with respect to convergence in the flat norm:
The convergence in flat norm, F pT´T k q " inf M pRq`M pSq : R P R m pX, Zq, S P R m`1 pX, Zq
is in this case equivalent to the weak* convergence as currents. The same method applies to proving the existence of a mass minimizing chain when, in pPq the group of coefficients Z is replaced by a cyclic group Z q , [10, 4.2.26 ], a finite group [12] , or more generally a locally compact normed Abelian group G that does not contain any nontrivial curve of finite length, according to the work of B. White [18, 19] . For instance G " Z 2 allows for considering a nonorientable minimal surface bounded by the Möbius strip, whereas G " Z 3 allows for considering a minimal surface bounded by a triple Möbius trip, singular along a spine where infinitesimally three half planes meet at equal angles.
We now describe two ways of understanding why mass is lower semicontinuous with respect to convergence in the flat norm.
(1) Orthogonal projectors are contractions, in particular they reduce mass: If W Ď X is an m dimensional affine subspace, π W : X Ñ X is the orthogonal projector onto W and σ is an m dimensional simplex in X then H m pπ W pσqq H m pσq. To see how this is related to the lower semicontinuity of mass assume (as we may, according to the strong approximation theorem [10, 4.2.22 ]) that T, T 1 , T 2 , . . . are all polyhedral chains. Thus T´pT k`Rk q " BS k with M pR k q small. If we are able to infer from this that M pT q M pT k`Rk q then we will be done. Simplifying even further we assume that T " grrσss is associated with a single simplex contained in some m dimensional affine subspace W Ď X, and we write T k`Rk " ř j g j rrσ j ss with the σ j nonoverlapping. Since π W # pT´pT k`Rkis an m dimensional cycle with compact support in W the constancy theorem implies that T " π # T " π # pT k`Rk q. Therefore 
for some suitable constant β 1 pn, mq ą 0, see [10, 2.10.15 and 3.2.26] . The mass M pZq of a 0 dimensional chain R 0 pX, Zq Q Z " ř j g j δ xj (where the x j 's are distinct) is simply the finite sum M pZq " ř j |g j |. Now M : R 0 pX, Gq Ñ R is lower semicontinuous with respect to convergence in the flat norm, and if F pT´T k q Ñ 0 rapidly then for every π one infers that F pxT, π, yy´xT k , π, yyq Ñ 0 for almost every y. It therefore ensues from Fatou's Lemma that M pT q β 1 pn, mq´1 Of interest to us in this paper is the case when the Euclidean norm of the ambient space is replaced with another, arbitrary norm }¨}. Thus we consider G chains in a finite dimensional normed space X. The notions of m dimensional rectifiable G chain and their convergence in flat norm are not affected, thus the compactness tool for applying the direct method of the calculus of variations is available without modification. Hausdorff measure H m }¨} however has changed in the process, to the extent that the corresponding new Hausdorff mass
T P R m pX, Zq, is not known in general to be lower semicontinuous. In light of the two methods evoked above we note that:
(1) If W Ď X is an m dimensional subspace, there does not need to exist a projector π : X Ñ W with Lip π 1. Perhaps the simplest case is when X " ℓ 3 8 and W " X X tpx 1 , x 2 , x 3 q : x 1`x2`x3 " 0u. (2) In a specific sense there is no integral geometric formula available for the Hausdorff measure in a normed space, according to R. Schneider [15] .
Notwithstanding the first observation, H. Busemann established the existence, in codimension 1 of projectors that reduce the area. More precisely if W Ď X is an affine subspace of dimension m " dim X´1 then there exists a projector π : X Ñ X onto W such that H m }¨} pπpσqq H m }¨} pσq whenever σ is an m dimensional simplex in X. This is enough for implementing successfully method (1) and proving the existence of an M H minimizing rectifiable G chain when m " dim X´1. In fact in 9.2 below we show that there exists at least one minimizer supported in the convex hull of its boundary, even though not all minimizers have this extra property.
If 1 ă m ă dim X´1 the existence of projectors (onto m dimensional affine subspaces) that reduce area remains conjectural. D. Burago and S. Ivanov were able [4] to design a calibration method in case m " 2 proving that flat 2 dimensional disks minimize their Hausdorff measure H 2 }¨} among Lipschitz competing surfaces with coefficients in G " R or G " Z 2 .
Even though in that case there may not exist area reducing projectors we show here how their method leads to the notion of density contractors, i.e. a probability measure on the space of linear mappings π : X Ñ X with rank at most 2, playing the analogous role of a single projector as far as comparing areas is concerned. The fact that we need to consider arbitrary linear mappings π, possibly with large Lipschitz constant, is a source of some technical complications.
In fact we develop in the present paper an axiomatic theory of density contractors in arbitrary dimension m and establish their existence when m " 2 or m " dim X´1, see 5.11. We prove how density contractors can be used to compare the Hausdorff mass of chains 5.12, and the Hausdorff measure of sets 5.13. We show that once density contractors exist in dimension m, the Plateau problem admits M H minimizers with coefficients in arbitrary locally compact groups of coefficients that satisfy B. White's condition stated above, see 8.1. The minimizers obtained here, following [2] see 3.6, are merely locally rectifiable and we do not know in general whether they may be further required to be compactly supported, unless m " dim X´1.
The main concern is indeed to show that M H : R m pX, Gq Ñ R is lower semicontinuous with respect to convergence in the flat norm. In the spirit of this introduction we obtain two proofs of this fact, granted the existence of density contractors.
(1) In Section 4 we establish a necessary and sufficient condition for the lower semicontinuity of M H in terms of a triangle inequality of polyhedral cycles, see 4.2 and 4.4. In Section 5, where the notion of density contractor is introduced, we give a simple proof that their existence implies this triangle inequality for cycles, see 5.4. (2) In Section 6 we define a new type of integral geometric measure associated with density contractors, 6.3. Rather than integrating the mass of slices as in (4) , which would correspond to a measure I m 1 in the notation of [10] , we consider a measure obtained from Caratheodory's method II with the local supremum of the averaged measure of projected sets constituting a fine cover (averaged using a density contractor), corresponding to I m 8 in the notation of [10] . Rather than essential suprema we consider locally actual suprema, thus more in the spirit of the Gross measure, [10, 2.10.4(1) ]. We show that the corresponding newly defined Gross measure coincides with the Hausdorff measure of rectifiable sets, see 6.7. Furthermore, in the spirit of [3] we show that the corresponding Gross mass defined in 7.1 is lower semicontinuous with respect to flat convergence, 7.4.
It is our pleasure to record helpful discussions with Ph. Bouafia and G. Godefroy.
Preliminaries

(Hausdorff distance).
-If X is a metric space and A, B Ď X are compact we define their Hausdorff distance as dist H pA, Bq " inf δ ą 0 : A Ď BpB, δq and B Ď BpA, δq (
where BpA, δq " X X tx : distpx, Aq δu. The following are rather obvious.
(
2.2. -Let X be a finite dimensional real linear space. Given a norm ν on X we let B ν " X X tx : νpxq 1u denote its unit (closed) ball. If ν 1 and ν 2 are two norms on X, we define δpν 1 , ν 2 q " inf tλ ą 0 : B ν1 Ď λB ν2 and B ν2 Ď λB ν1 u. One readily checks that log δ is well defined and a distance on the set of norms on X. When we will consider a convergent sequence of norms on X it will be relative to this distance.
(1) Given ν, ν 1 , ν 2 , . . . a sequence of norms on X, δpν, ν j q Ñ 1 as j Ñ 8 if and only if ν j pxq Ñ νpxq as j Ñ 8 for every x P X. This follows from the relation νpxq " inftt ą 0 : x P t.B ν u and the fact that the pointwise convergence of the ν j , j " 1, 2, . . ., to ν implies their uniform convergence on bounded subsets of X, due to their convexity.
(2) Given two norms ν 1 and ν 2 on X and W Ď X a linear subspace, one has 
. In order to estimate βpν 1 , ν 2 q in terms of the distance between ν 1 and ν 2 we recall the following central result of H. Busemann [5] (see also [13, Lemma 6] or [17, 7.3.6] ):
is independent of ν. The identity αpmq " H dim X ν1
pB ν1 q, the definition of δpν 1 , ν 2 q and the homogeneity of Hausdorff measures imply that
We will also use the following observation
for all 0 ă δ 8, where the former are the δ size approximating outer measures.
(Grassmannian).
-Given X and m P t1, . . . , dim X´1u we let G m pXq denote the set of m dimensional linear subspaces of X. In order to give G m pXq a topology we equip first X with an inner product x¨,¨y and corresponding norm |¨|. Given W P G m pXq we let π W : X Ñ X denote the orthogonal projection onto W . We then define dpW 1 , W 2 q "~π W1´πW2~, W 1 , W 2 P G m pXq, where~¨~is the operator norm. In the remaining part of this paper, an inner product structure will always be fixed on X.
Let W . This is because (the restriction to BpW q of) H m νi W , i " 1, 2, are both Haar measures on W . In the remaining part of this paper we will consider a given fixed norm }¨} on X. Comparing it with the underlying reference inner product norm |¨|, we define the Busemann-Hausdorff density function ψ : G m pXq Ñ R as ψpW q " βp}¨}, |¨|, W q, corresponding to each m P t1, . . . , dim X´1u (we omit both }¨} and m in the notation for ψ). It follows that ψpW q is characterized by the identity H m }¨} pW X Eq " ψpW qH m |¨| pW X Eq for any Borel E Ď X such that one of the (and therefore both) both measures appearing there are nonzero and finite. Letting respectively E " B |¨| and E " B }¨} and referring to (5) we find that 
Plateau problem
In this section we describe the setting in which we will state the Plateau problem. Groups of polyhedral, rectifiable and flat chains have been studied in [10, 12, 19, 18, 8] . We now provide a very quick overview.
3.1 (Polyhedral, rectifiable, and flat G chains). -We let pG,  ¨  q be an Abelian group equipped with a norm  ¨  which turns it into a complete metric space. As before pX, }¨}q is a finite dimensional normed linear space and m P t1, . . . , dim X1 u. With an m dimensional oriented simplex σ in X and a group element g P G we associate an object grrσss. We consider equivalence classes of formal sums of these ř κ k"1 g k rrσ k ss. The equivalence identifies p´gqrr´σss " grrσss (where´σ has orientation opposite to that of σ) and grrσss " ř κ k"1 grrσ k ss if σ 1 , . . . , σ k is a simplicial partition of σ with the same orientation. We let P m pX, Gq denote the group whose elements are these polyhedral G chains of dimension m. A boundary operator B : P m pX, Gq Ñ P m´1 pX, Gq is defined as usual. Given P P P m pX, Gq we define its Hausdorff mass by the formula
where P " ř κ k"1 g k rrσ k ss and the σ 1 , . . . , σ k are chosen to be nonoverlapping. This definition does not depend upon the choice of such a decomposition of P . If we want to insist that the mass is defined with respect to the norm }¨} we will write M H,}¨} pP q instead of M H pP q to avoid confusion, as another mass M H,|¨| pP q is readily available as well. Both are equivalent. The flat norm of P P P m pX, Gq is the defined as }T } Ď X and for almost every x P set m }T } a so-called G orientation g g gpxq which consists of a nonzero group element and an orientation of the approximate tangent space of set m }T } at x. The Hausdorff mass of T is defined as
The definition is consistent with the previous one in case T is polyhedral.
3.2 (Hausdorff mass and lower semicontinuity). -The Hausdorff Euclidean mass M H,|¨| : R m pX, Gq Ñ R is lower semicontinuous with respect to F convergence whereas the lower semicontinuity of M H,}¨} : R m pX, Gq Ñ R is unknown in general. This is the main topic of the present paper. One can of course consider the F lower semicontinuity extension
Here M H,|¨| pT q is the infimum of lim inf k M H,|¨| pT k q corresponding to all sequences pT k q k in R m pX, Gq that F converge to T . Of course it may occur that M H,|¨| pT q " 8.
3.3 (Locally rectifiable G chains). -If T P F m pX, Gq and u : X Ñ R is Lipschitz then the restriction T tu ă ru is defined for L 1 almost every r P R. We here define R loc m pX, Gq to be the subgroup of F m pX, Gq of those T such that for every bounded open set U Ď X, letting pxq " distpx, U q, there exists R P R m pX, Gq such that T tu ă ru " R tu ă ru for L 1 almost every 0 ă r 1. These do not necessarily have compact support. We call these locally rectifiable G chains of dimension m and we define M H pT q " sup M H pR U q : U and R are as above ( .
One checks this is consistent with the preceding number in case }¨} " |¨|.
(Compactness).
-The following is a consequence of the deformation theorem proved in this context by B. White [18] . If K Ď X is compact, λ ą 0 and pG,  ¨  q is locally compact then
3.5 (White groups). -We say that pG,  ¨  q is a White group if G does not contain any nontrivial curve of finite length. Of course if pG,  ¨  q is totally disconnected then it is White, for instance G " Z, G " Z q for any q " 2, 3, . . ., or G " Z N 2 the Cantor group. The group pR, |¨|q is not White, but pR, |¨| p q is whenever 0 ă p ă 1. The reason for considering those groups is the following result, see [19] : If pG,  ¨  q is a White group, T P F m pX, Gq and M H,|¨| pT q ă 8 then T P R m pX, Gq. The cases G " Z and G " Z q go back to [10, 4. 3.7.
-Two comments are in order.
(1) The nontrivial assumption is (C), that the Hausdorff mass be lower semicontinuous. The remaining sections of this paper are devoted to establishing hypothesis (C) in case m " 2 or m " dim X´1 and G is arbitrary. (2) There is another technical problem with applying the direct method of calculus of variations. In order to apply the compactness theorem 3.5 one would need to exhibit a minimizing sequence supported in some given compact set. In case X is Euclidean this is done as follows. If T is such that BT " B and supp B Ď Bp0, Rq, one considers the nearest point projection f : X Ñ Bp0, Rq. Since Lip f 1 one has M H pf # T q M H pT q, and also Bf # T " f # BT " B. Pushing forward along f each member of a given minimizing sequence produces a new minimizing sequence of chains all supported in Bp0, Rq. In case the norm is not Euclidean this process cannot be repeated as the map
has merely Lip f 2 and no better in general (as can be seen by consid-
. This leads one to show that a minimizing sequence is necessarily tight and perform a diagonal argument as in [2] . Here we are not able to do better in general. Yet in the last section, see 9.2, we show that if m " dim X´1 then there exists a minimizing chain with compact support (contained in the convex hull of supp B).
. . be a minimizing sequence. We may readily assume each T k P R m pX, Gq. As in [2, Proof of Theorem 1.1] we start by showing that this sequence is tight:
according to [8, 3.7 .1(9)], there exists r R k r`h such that xT k´T1 , }¨}, ρy P R m´1 pX, Gq and
for if not the combination of (9) and (10) would lead to a contradiction. We let S k " δ 0ˆx T k´T1 , }¨}, ρy P R m pX, Gq and we recall that
Choosing
As
Since ε ą 0 is arbitrary (8) is established. We consider all j " 1, 2, . . . large enough for supp B Ď U }¨} p0, jq. Applying inductively the compactness theorem to suitable subsequences of`T k B }¨} p0, jq˘k the diagonal argument yields one subsequence of pT k q k , still denoted as such, and one sequence pT j q j of members of R m pX, Gq such that F´T j´Tk B }¨} p0, jq¯Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8, for every j. We show that pT j q j is F Cauchy. Given ε ą 0 we choose r ą 0 such that the supremum in (8) is bounded above by ε. Given j 1 , j 2 larger than r, there exists
Let T P F m pX, Gq be the F limit of this sequence. Given a bounded open subset U Ď X, upxq " dist }¨} pU, xq, and r 0 ą 0 we select j 0 sufficiently large for B }¨} pU, r 0 q Ď U }¨} p0, j 0 q. We first recall that for L 1 almost every 0 ă r r 0 one has F´T tu ă ru´T j tu ă ru¯Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8, [8, 5.2.3(2)]. Furthermore if j j 0 thenT j tu ă ru "T j0 tu ă ru by the definition ofT j . Therefore T tu ă ru "T j0 tu ă ru, and thus T P R loc m pX, Gq. Now clearly BT j " B for each j and thus BT " B. Finally it remains to show that M H pT q γ. Let U Ď X be open and bounded and choose j 0 such that B }¨} pU, 1q Ď U }¨} p0, j 0 q. Now if R P R m pX, Gq is so that R tu ă ru " T tU ă ru for almost every 0 ă r r 0 then also R tu ă ru "T j0 tu ă ru for such r. Therefore
according to hypothesis (C). Since U is arbitrary we conclude that M H pT q " γ.
A general criterion for lower semicontinuity
We will need the following technical fact. Given T, Proof. In order to establish that p1q ñ p2q we let P, P 1 , P 2 , . . . belong to P m pX; Gq and be such that F pP´P j q Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8.
Considering first the case when P " grrσss, we notice that BpP´P j´Qj q " BpBR j q " 0 whence M H pP q M H pP j`Qj q follows from hypothesis (1) for all j " 1, 2, . . ..
Turning to the general case we write P " ř κ k"1 g k rrσ k ss where the σ k are nonoverlapping. Letting W k P G m pXq have a translate containing σ k , we define U k "σ k`Vk whereσ k is the relative interior of σ k and V k is a convex polyhedral neighborhood of zero in some complementary subspace of W k . Choosing those V k small enough we can assume that U 1 , . . . , U κ are pairwise disjoint. We next define u k " distp¨, U c k q. We observe that (A) the sets σ k X tu k ą ru are simplicial (i.e. of the type σ k,r ) and (B) the sets tu k ą ru are (convex open) polyhedra. Given ε ą 0 we choose ρ ą 0 such that
Replacing the original sequence pP j q j by a subsequence if necessary we may assume that lim inf j M H pP j q " lim j M H pP j q and that pP j q j converges rapidly to P . Thus there exists 0 ă r ρ such that F pP tu k ą ru´P j tu k ą ruq Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8 for each k " 1, . . . , κ according to 4.1. It then follows from observations (A) and (B) above, and from the first case of this proof, that
Since ε ą 0 is arbitrary the proof is complete.
We prove p2q ñ p1q by contraposition. Let σ 1 , . . . , σ κ be simplexes in X and g 1 , . . . , g κ be elements of G such that
and BpP´Qq " 0 where we have abbreviated P " g 1 rrσ 1 ss and Q " ř κ k"2 g k rrσ k ss. There is no restriction to assume that σ does not overlap any of the σ k , k " 2, . . . , κ. If indeed σ 1 and some σ k overlap then we replace the summand g k rrσ k ss in Q by a
δˆr rτ i ss where τ i runs over the facets of σ k (properly oriented so that the cycle condition is preserved) and where p k,δ belongs to X, but not to the affine plane containing σ k , and is a distance δ apart from (say) the barycenter ofσ k . It follows from 2.6 that (15) is preserved upon choosing δ ą 0 small enough, and clearly the new simplexes replacing σ k do not overlap σ 1 .
. .`α m j´1u and corresponding to each α P I j we define an affine bijection f j,α : X Ñ X by the formula
and we notice that Lip f j,α " j´1 and that
Since BpQ´P q " 0 there exists R P P m`1 pX; Gq such that Q´P " BR. Therefore
whence F pP j´P q Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8. In order to estimate the mass of P j we note that
and that the f j,α # P are nonoverlapping subchains of P . Therefore
Since lim j pcard I j qj´m " 1{2 we infer that
We will need two versions of approximation of rectifiable G chains. One is established in [7, Theorem 4.2] and the other one is below. 4.3. Theorem (Approximation Theorem). -Let T P R m pX, Gq and ε ą 0. There exist P P P m pX, Gq and f : X Ñ X a diffeomorphism of class C 1 with the following properties:
(1) maxtLip }¨} pf q, Lip }¨} pf´1qu 1`ε; (2) }f pxq´x} ε for every x P X;
There are three minor differences with [10, 4.2.20] which require some comments: the coefficients group G is not necessarily Z; we merely hypothesize that T be rectifiable (thus BT could have infinite mass and conclusion (4) does not involve the normal mass); and our conclusions involve the }¨} metric in the ambient space X (of course that would not seriously affect conclusions (2), (3) and (4) but there is something to say about conclusion (1)).
Sketch of proof.
The proof uses [10, 3.1.23] whose only metric aspects regard the Lipschitz constants of f and f´1, and the balls Upb, rq and Upb, trq. We fix a Euclidean structure |¨| on X. A careful inspection of the proof of [10, 3.1.23] reveals that it holds with Euclidean balls Upb, rq and Upb, trq unchanged and Lipschitz constants Lip }¨} pf q and Lip }¨} pf´1q with respect to the ambient norm }¨}. Indeed bounding from above these Lipschitz constants involves only estimating the operator norm of Df pxq´id X ; this requires an extra factor accounting for the fact }¨} and the Euclidean norm are equivalent, which can be absorbed in the definition of ε.
The remaining part of the proof mimics that of [10, 4.2.19] . We let }T } "
We classically check that for }T } almost every x P R n there exists jpxq P J such that x P M jpxq and Θ m p}T } pR n ∼ M jpxq q, xq " 0. Givenε ą 0, for all such x there exists rpxq ą 0 such that for each 0 ă r ă rpxq (A) the above version of [10, 3.1 .23] applies with t " p1`εq´1 at scale r and point
According to the Besicovitch-Vitali covering Theorem there exists a disjointed family of balls Bpx k , r k q, k " 1, 2, . . ., whose centers are as before and 0 ă r k ă rpx k q, and }T }pR
. . , κ we associate with t " 1´ε, M jpx k q , x k and r k the C 1 diffeomorphism f k of X according to (the above version of) Proposition [10, 3.1.23], and we infer from its last conclusion that
. . , κ, and with id X otherwise, one readily checks that conclusions (1), (2) and (3) hold. Finally,
The following is inspired by the proof of [10, 5. 
Turning to the general case we associate with T and ε ą 0 a polyhedral chain P and a C 1 diffeomorphism f as in Theorem 4.3. Letting E P R m pX, Gq be such that P " f # T`E we see that M H pEq ε. Observing that F pf # T´f # T j q Ñ 0 as j Ñ 8q we infer that also F pP´pE`f # T jÑ 0 as j Ñ 8 and thus
according to the particular case treated first. Now since T " pf´1q # pP´Eq we conclude that
As ε ą 0 is arbitrary the proof is complete. 
Density contractors
(Spaces of linear homomorphisms
Since rank π " m we infer im π " W . As dpW, W k q Ñ 0 according to 2.4, the asserted continuity follows.
Finally, corresponding to W P G m pXq we define HompX, W q " HompX, Xq X tπ : im π Ď W u. Proof. Let P " ř κ k"1 g k rrσ k ss P P m pX, Gq, with the σ 1 , . . . , σ κ nonoverlapping. Since the statement to check is invariant under translation of P we may assume 0 belongs to the support of g 1 rrσ 1 ss. Let π P HompX, W q where W P G m pXq is the m dimensional subspace of X containing σ 1 . Now π # P P P m pW, Gq, Bπ # P " 0 and π # P has compact support. Applying the Constancy Theorem [9, Theorem 6.2] with a large m cube Q Ď W such that sptpπ # P q Ď int Q we find that π # P " 0. Therefore
The triangular inequality for M H thus implies
Now let µ be a density contractor for W . Integrating the above inequality with respect to µ yields the sought for inequality: 
It follows that for every V P G 2 pXq one has
v 2 is an orthonormal basis of V , with both inequalities becoming equalities when V " W .
This is the main result of [4] (see the discussion at the beginning of §2 and Proposition 2.2 therein). We should point out that our formulation differs from that in [4] in two respects: First, we stress the middle inequality in the conclusion; Second, there may be more unit vectors u 1 , . . . , u 2p in our statement than there are vertices of W XB }¨} but same argument as in [4] applies in this slightly more general situation (which is needed in the proof of 5.10). We now proceed to showing how it leads to the existence of density contractors in case m " 2. We start with two easy and useful observations. (3) is a consequence of (1), and is equivalent to (2) . In order to establish that (2) implies (1) we fix V P G m pXq and we define φpAq " Since π|V is a homeomorphism from V to W it follows that φ π is a measure on BpV q. Since φpAq " ş GW,V φ π pAqdµpπq, it ensues from the monotone convergence theorem that φ is a measure as well on BpV q. If h P V and π P HompX, W q then φ π pA`hq " φ π pAq because π is linear and H m }¨} is translation invariant. Therefore φ is also translation invariant. Now either φ " 0 and there is nothing to prove or φ is one of Haar measures on V and the conclusion follows from their uniqueness up to a multiplicative factor, because (the restriction to BpV q of) H m }¨} is also a Haar measure on V .
In our next observation we consider density contractors with respect to a sequence of norms on X. Rather than using the ambiguous notation }¨} j , j " 1, 2, . . . for a sequence of norms, we prefer using ν j , j " 1, 2, . . .. 
5.9.
we note that they do not need to be bounded. Letting Γ " sup k"1,2,... δpν k , |¨|q we note that Γ ă 8 and that Lip ν k pπq Γ 2~π~, k " 1, 2, . . ., as well as Lip ν pπq Γ 2~π~w henever π P Hom m pX, Xq. Given n " 1, 2, . . . we choose a continuous (cut-off function) χ n : Hom m pX, Xq Ñ R such that ½ HommpX,XqXtπ:~π~ nu χ n ½ HommpX,XqXtπ:~π~ n`1u . (19) Since are χ n f k compactly supported, they are bounded. In fact
according to (18) , (6) 
The inequality case in 5.8(2) is now established and it remains only to show that the above becomes an inequality when V " W . This is where assumption (4) turns up. We keep the same notations as above but we reason in the particular case when V " W and A is the set given in assumption (4) . Our extra information is that for each n " 1, 2, . . . there exists ε n ą 0 with Letting n Ñ 8 our conclusion becomes a consequence of the monotone convergence theorem.
5.10. Theorem. -Let pX, }¨}q be a finite dimensional normed space. Every W P G 2 pXq admits a density contractor with respect to H 2 }¨} . We start with the case when }¨} is crystalline. For use in the proof we introduce the notation squarepv 1 , v 2 q " X X tt 1 v 1`t2 v 2 : 0 t i 1, i " 1, 2u to refer to the square with two edges v 1 , v 2 , when these constitute an orthonormal family in X.
Proof of 5.10 in case }¨} is crystalline. In this case we shall prove that the density contractor µ can be chosen to verify the following two additional requirements. Here Γ " δp}¨}, |¨|q and
(1) For every n " 
and
We are now ready to define the Borel measure µ on HompX, W q:
From the definition of the λ i we infer that ř p i"1 λ i " 1 and therefore µ is readily a probability measure.
In order to show that µ is a density contractor on W with respect to H 2 }¨} we will apply 5.8(3). Given V P G 2 pXq we choose v 1 , v 2 an orthonormal basis of V and we let A " squarepv 1 , v 2 q. We observe that
where the inequality follows from 5.7 and specializes to an equality in case V " W . This completes the proof that µ is a density contractor on W . We now turn to establishing the extra properties (1) and (2) stated at the beginning of the proof. Given n " 1, 2, . . . we let Π n " HompX, W q X tπ :~π~ nu .
n 2 according to (25). With i " 1, . . . , p we associate Jǹ ,i " t1, . . . , pu X tj : i ă j and π i,j P Π n u. Assuming that Jǹ ,i H we define ji " max Jǹ ,i and we infer from elementary geometric reasoning that 
Similarly we let Jń ,i " t1, . . . , pu X tj : j ă i and π i,j P Π n u. Assuming that Jń ,i H we define j i " min Jǹ ,i and reasoning analogously we obtain the slightly better
Consequently,
and the proof of (1) 
2 µpΠ λ q " αp2qΓ 5 p2`τ q n 2 and the proof of (2) is complete.
Proof of 5.10 in the general case. Fix W P G 2 pXq. We start by choosing a sequence of crystalline norms ν 1 , ν 2 , . . . such that ν k Ñ }¨} as k Ñ 8. This is done classically by choosing a finite k´1-net F k Ď X X tx : }x} " 1u and letting B ν k " convpF k Y p´F k qq. Now with each ν k we will associate a density contractor µ k on W with respect to H Proof. The case m " 1 follows from Hahn's theorem as in 5.5(2) and the case m " dim X´1 follows from Busemann's theorem 5.6. In both cases a density contractor on W is given by µ " δ π where π : X Ñ W is a projector that contracts H m }¨} . The case m " 2 is 5.10 above, a consequence of Burago-Ivanov's Theorem 5.7 and the density contractor exhibited is not of the simple type δ π . In the above statement we wrote M pxT, π, yyq without a subscript H. Indeed no reference to the norm }¨} is needed at all, as both R 0 pX, Gq and the mass M defined on it are independent of }¨}. Members of R 0 pX, Gq are G valued atomic Borel measures on X, i.e. of the form ř jPJ g j δ xj with the x j all distinct, and
Proof. We give both X and W a fixed orientation. We start with the first inequality in the case when T " P P P m pX, Gq is polyhedral. We choose a decomposition P " ř κ k"1 rrσ k ss where the σ 1 , . . . , σ κ are nonoverlapping. Let π P HompX, W q be of maximal rank. For almost every y P W the following holds: For every k " 1, . . . , κ either σ k X π´1tyu is a singleton or it is empty. Furthermore, letting
where εpπ, xq "˘1 according to whether π| W k : W k Ñ W preserves or not the orientation, where W k is the affine m plane containing σ k and is given the orientation of rrσ k ss. In particular, for those y,
The same formula holds if π is not of maximal rank; in fact in that case both members of the identity above vanish for almost every y. That this function of pπ, yq be Borel measurable can be established along the lines of [3, §5.4] . It now follows from Fubini's theorem and the property of density contractor that
We next assume that T P R m pX, Gq and we choose a sequence P 1 , P 2 , . . . in P m pX, Gq such that lim k F pP k´T q " 0 and lim sup k M H pP k q M H pT q, see [7, Theorem 4.2] . Taking a subsequence if necessary we may assume that P 1 , P 2 , . . . converges rapidly to T . Accordingly it follows from [8, 5.2.1(4)] that for every π P HompX, W q one has, for H m }¨} almost every y P W , F pxT, π, yy´xP k , π, yyq Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8. Since M : R 0 pX, Gq Ñ R is F lower semicontinuous, [8, 4.4 .1], we infer at once that pπ, yq Þ Ñ M pxT, π, yyq is µ b H m }¨} measurable, and that M pxT, π, yyq lim inf
It then follows from Fatou's lemma that
We now turn to proving the second conclusion. As before we start with the case when T " P P P m pX, Gq is polyhedral. The function HompX, W q Ñ R : π Þ Ñ M H pπ # P q is continuous. It is indeed the composition of R m pW, Gq Ñ R : S Þ Ñ M H pSq and HompX, W q Ñ R m pX, Gq : π Þ Ñ π # P , the former being continuous since in fact M H pSq " ψpW qM H,|¨| pSq " ψpW qF pSq as m " dim W . The latter is continuous as well according to the homotopy formula F pπ # P´π # P q maxt1π~, 1`~π~u m`1 diampt0u Y spt P qN pP q, π,π P HompX, W q, see for instance [7, §2.6] . We next choose a decomposition P "
Integrating over π with respect to µ we obtain
In case spt P Ď W we reason as follows. Given π P HompX, W q we note that
}¨} pπpσ kbecause either π has rank less than or equal to m´1 and both sides are clearly zero, or π has rank m and then the simplexes πpσ 1 q, . . . , πpσ κ q are nonoverlapping. Thus the first inequality above becomes an inequality. The second one as well because each σ k Ď W . We now that T P R m pX, Gq and as we did before, we choose a sequence P 1 , P 2 , . . . in P m pX, Gq such that lim k F pP k´T q " 0 and lim [7, Theorem 4.2] in W instead of X, or applying [9, Lemma 3.2] we can guarantee that each spt P k Ď W . In that case also lim k M H pP k´T q " 0 thus both inequalities above become equalities. Proof. The measurability claim follows from 5.2(3). In order to prove the inequality there is of course no restriction to assume H m }¨} pAq ă 8. We will apply 5.12 with G " Z. We start by choosing a Borel measurable orientation of the approximate tangent spaces of A, say ξ : A Ñ Ź m X, see [10, 3.2.25 ]. We let T P R m pX, Gq be associated with the set A and the Z orientation r1, ξpxqs at almost every x P A.
where εpπ, xq "˘1 according to whether the restriction π : ap TanpH m A, xq Ñ W preserves the orientation or not. In particular for H m }¨} almost every y P πpAq one has M pxT, π, yyq 1. Our present conclusion then immediately follows from the first conclusion of 5.12.
6. New type of Gross measures 6.1 (Choice of density contractors). -Given a finite dimensional normed space pX, }¨}q and an integer 1 m dim X´1 we say that pX, }¨}q admits density contractors of dimension m if for every every W P G m pXq there exists a density contractor µ on W . Under this assumption the Axiom of Choice guarantees the existence of a choice map
i.e. such that µpW q is a density contractor on W , for each W P G m pXq. We call such µ a choice of density contractors in dimension m and we write µ W instead of µpW q. We shall show at the end of this section, 6.11 that such µ can be chosen to be universally measurable, even though this extra property of a choice of density contractors will play no role in the other results presented here.
6.2. -In the remaining part of this section we assume that pX, }¨}q admits density contractors of dimension m and we let W Þ Ñ µ W be a choice of density contractors in dimension m. Our goal is to establish that G 
It follows that the k th column of AB 1 is
where E " pe i,j q. The conclusion now ensues from the multilinearity of the determinant. Proof. Abbreviate W " TanpM, aq. Owing to the translation invariance of the Hausdorff measure and to the linearity of π in the statement, replacing M by M´a we may assume that a " 0. As usual we consider a Euclidean structure on X, and we let C 1 be such that C´1}x} |x| C}x} for every x P X and C´1 ψpW q C for every W P G m pXq (recall 2.6). We let 0 ăε ă 1 be undefined for now.
We define where the last equality is H. Busemann's identity (5) . For a reason that will become clear momentarily we then defině
There exists r 1 ą 0 and f : W X B |¨| p0,
where F " ι W`ιW K˝f , and ι W and ι W K are the obvious inclusion maps. We let π W denote the orthogonal projection onto W . It clearly follows that if 0 ă r r 1 {C then
and furthermore,
because for each x P W one has }F pxq} }x}`}f pxq} }x}`C 2´L ip |¨| f¯}x}.
For the remaining part of this proof we fix 0 ă r r 1 Furthermore it follows from B. Kirchheim's area formula [13] that there exists r 2 ą 0 such that for every 0 ă r r 2 one has
, rq˘. Finally we let r 0 " mintr 1 {C, r 2 u and it should now be obvious how to chooseε according to ε, n, m and C so that the conclusion holds. Taking the supremum over W P G m pXq on both sides yields ζ µ pAq ř jPJ ζ µ pB j q. The conclusion follows from the arbitrariness of tB j : j P Ju. M Vitali relation. Therefore there exists a countable subset ta j : j P Ju of M and corresponding 0 ă r j rpa j q, j P J, such that, upon abbreviating B j " B }¨} pa j , r j q, the family tB j : j P Ju is disjointed and
where the second inequality is a consequence of 6.6. It follows from the arbitrariness of ε ą 0 that the inequality is established in case A " M is an m dimensional C 
if k is large enough (for nδ k 1), where C " maxtψpW q : W P G m pXqu.
6.9 (Space of probability measures). 
It follows at once from 6.7, approximation by simple functions and the monotone convergence theorem that
We also define
We recall that integrand in the above formula is Borel measurable, and that
both according to 5.12. We also notice that ζ µ pT 1`T2 q ζ µ pT 1 q`ζ µ pT 2 q and ζ µ pT q " ζ µ p´T q.
7.2.
Proposition. -ζ µ : R m pX, Gq Ñ R is lower semicontinuous with respect to F convergence. 
Taking the supremum over W P G m pXq on both sides yields the conclusion. 
For such good x P A k it should now be clear how to initially chooseε according to ε and x so that the conclusion holds. Since ε ą 0 is arbitrary the proof is complete.
Mass minimizing chains of dimension 2 or of codimension 1
We are now able to dispense with hypothesis (C) of 3.6 in case of chains of dimension 2 or codimension 1. Proof. In view of 3.6 it suffices to show that the Hausdorff mass is lower semicontinuous with respect to F convergence, under assumption (B). We have in fact given two distinct proofs of this. First recall that pX, }¨}q admits density contractors of dimension m with respect to H m }¨} , 5.11, when m " 2 or m " dim X´1. The first proof then goes as follows: The triangle inequality for cycles is established in 5.4 and this in turn implies the sought for lower semicontinuity according to 4.4. The second proof refers to the lower semicontinuity of a Gross mass, 7.4 and the fact that Hausdorff mass and Gross mass coincide, 7.1.
Convex hulls
In this final section we restrict to the case when m " dim X´1. (1) f | C " id C ; (2) For every T P R dim X´1 pX, Gq one has M H pf # T q M H pT q. Furthermore if supp BT Ď C then supp f # T Ď C and Bf # T " BT .
Proof. We each q " 1, . . . , Q we associate a measure contracting projector π q : X Ñ X on W q as in 5.6 (in fact, a translation of those) and we define
It is obvious that each ρ q is Lipschitz, and so is f " ρ Q˝ρQ´1˝. . .˝ρ 1 . Readily, f | C " id C . Given S P R dim X´1 pX, Gq and q " 1, . . . , Q we observe that Let T P R dim X´1 pX, Gq. We define inductively T q " ρ q # T q´1 , q " 1, . . . , Q, where T 0 " T . Thus T Q " f # T . It follows from the preceding paragraph that M H pTM H pT q´1 q for each q, whence M H pf # T q M H pT q. In the remaining part of this proof we assume that supp BT Ď C. We will establish by induction that for every q " 0, 1, . . . , Q the following hold:
pABT q " BT ; pBsupp T q Ď X q j"1 Wj . Condition pAq 0 is trivially true. Assuming pAq q´1 holds we notice that BT q " Bρ q # T q´1 " ρ q # BT q´1 " ρ q # BT . Since supp BT Ď C Ď Wj and ρ q | Wq " id Wq it follows that BT q " ρ q # BT " BT according to [8, 5.5 It is open, and unbounded (if x P U and L Ď W q is a line through x, then L X E q is convex, hence an interval and consequently one of the lines in L starting at x is included in U ). Since supp BT q Ď C Ď E q according to pAwe infer that pBT Given a minimizing sequence T 1 , 2 2 , . . . for problem pPq we apply 9.1 to C n and T k . We obtain T n,k " f n # T k and we notice that T n,1 , T n,2 , . . . is another minimizing sequence with supp T n,k Ď C n for each k " 1, 2, . . .. As C n Ď C 0 is compact, the compactness theorem guarantees the existence of a subsequence converging in the flat norm F to someT n P R dim X´1 pX, Gq with suppT n Ď C n . Since M H is F lower semicontinuous in codimension 1 we also infer that M H pT n q " infpPq. Applying the compactness theorem to the sequencê T 1 ,T 2 , . . . we obtain a subsequenceT ϕp1q ,T ϕp2q , . . . converging in the flat norm to some T P R dim X´1 pX, Gq such that BT " B and M H pT q " infpPq. Finally supp T Ď C ϕpnq for every n " 1, 2, . . . and since the sequence C 1 , C 2 , . . . is decreasing we conclude that supp T Ď C.
9.3.
Example. -We close this paper by observing that under the assumption of 9.2 there may also exist minimizers T of problem pPq such that supp T convpsupp Bq. Consider X " ℓ N 8 , A " r´1, 1s
N´1 Ď R N´1 and any f : A Ñ R with |f pxq´f px 1 q| }x´x 1 } 8 for every x, x 1 P A and f pxq " 0 whenever x P Bdry A. Define F : R N´1 Ñ R N by F pxq " px, f pxqq. Let also f 0 " 0 and F 0 " 0. The key point is that since Lip f 1 one has H N´1 }¨}8 pF pAqq " H N´1 }¨}8 pF 0 pAqq " αpN´1q independently of f , as the happy reader will easily check. Then for any G, any g P G ∼ t0u, letting T 0 " grrAss P R N´1 pX, Gq and T " F # T 0 we see that M H pT q " M H pT 0 q and BT " BT 0 . Among those T only one, namely T 0 , is supported in the convex hull of the support of its boundary.
